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HUSOInRI{A
40()cR

An UPdated Mover (And Shaker)
For ExPerts OnlY'

Now With Five SPeeds '

r HUSQVARNA HAS been build-

ilr.otP.tition machines for some

;K;;;;; now and one thing hasn't

;;;;.'ii a'u'toP'...its bikes for

rta.ti "i winning caliber and then

..U.".i"t.rt relited units to the

general Public'" B..uu.. winning motocross

riders favor suPer resPonsive ma-

"n'*ru. 
Hutt<yi tat<e some getting

;t;;i;-.tptciallY the bigger bang-

ers like the 400 CR'. . r-:-:-^ i,,.{inin,," ,rse of the throttle"" i;;t;, you toot it' combining judicious use

and careful gear selecti#.'iil;":;r in a gear too low' the feal
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Toolkit is complete enough to atlow the rider
to perform any routine maintenance his ma-
chine might require.

tire will spin violently, just like on previous big bore ntodels.
The diff'erence with the new 400 CR is that the bike doesn't
exhibit a very strong tendency to swap ends or wheelie like tl-re
old ones.

The reason for this improved handling are sorne subtle
changes in iiame geontetry. Both lbrk rake and trail have been
altered. Fork rake is now 3l degrees instead ofthe 30 degrees
of last year's rnodel and trail has been changed front 5.25 to
5.8 in. In cornbination, these changes slow the steering down a
bit-a welconre f-eature for sure considering the speed and
acceleration of the 400 CR.

To keep the front wheel down during acceleration, the
engine has been ntoved forward slightly in the franre. This also
helps sliding somewhat, but the rider ntust still be well forward
on the seat for optimum control.

Outside of the above-ntentioned changes and widening the
frame slightly at the rear, tl"re design rer.nains the satne. More
than anything else, it is a clever blend of simplicity witl.r classic
design. A single toptube with an accompanying brace just
below curves downward in a gentle arc behind the engine and
connects to two parallel tubes which form an engine cradle.
These tubes forrn a V at the front of the engine and are welded
to a single downtube tl"rat completes the rnain structure. What
could be simpler.

Now for tl.re classic design f'eatures. With a 180-lb. rider on
board, the swinging arm is nearly parallel to the ground and
this, according to sor.ne designers, is the best possible attitude
because it nrinimizes the torque reaction acting on the rear
suspension during acceleration. In conjunction with the
swinging arm, a full floating backing plate is used and the
brake stay runs parallel with the swinging arnt to where it
connects to the rnain fiartre. Because of tltis, there is little
tendency lor the rear wheel to lock and unlock rapidly on
rugged downhills that require heavy braking.

Welds aren't as srnooth as sonte, but the silver-grey paint is
flawless and adds to the functional appearance of the machine.
Fenders are polished alur.ninum as before, and a rubber flap on
the front unit does a good job of keeping rnud and other
debris front flying up and hitting the rider.

Actually it would look practically identical to previous
Husqvarnas except fbr the orange gas tank which has replaced
the traditional red color scheme on the big-bore models. There
is a silencer on the end of the pipe which looks effective, but
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Transmission gears get narrower from lst to
Sth because of the lessened amount of torque
being transmitted in the higher gearc. Shifter
drum at right is hewn out of a solid steel
billet, is immensely strong.

in reality does little ntore than dull the traditional throaty
Husqvarna sound. Quieter silencers are in order, but at least
this is a start.

The rider is protected from burns by a large heat shield
welded to the high-mounted expansion chamber exhaust. It,s
OK if you are wearing high boots, but heat shielding would be
considerably better if protection farther forward were pro-
vided. Still, the pipe is tucked in nicely from the large header
pipe on back and doesn't interfere with the riding position in
any way.

Suspension is tnuch like the frame package in that it is
tried, proven, and difficult to fault. The front forks are
internal spring units of Husqvarna's own design. They are
robust to be sure, but are not overly heavy and offer 6.75 in.
of usable travel. Oils with varying viscosity from 20 to 50 wt.
can be used to vary damping and to satisfy individual rider
preference. Damping action is excellent.

The only flaw in the front suspension of our test bike was
the fork seals. They leaked profusely from the start of testing.
This was probably caused by a hardening of the seals during
shipping. Fork leakage is not uncommon on Husqvarnas,
however, and some riders have gone to Honda seals to cure the
problem.

The rear end springs are non-progressive, but damping
action and spring rate are ideal. The manual, however, suggests
that you disrnantle and inspect the Girling dampers regularly
as the main shafts are soft and prone to bending if hit by rocks
in a crasl.r. Girlings, by the way, are not rebuildable like Konis,
but do have equivalent action when in good condition.

As one might expect, both ride and stability over rough
terrain is outstandlng. Steering is quick, but is precise and
predictable, which enables riders to pick their way through
rocks and pot holes accurately ai speed. Regardless of terrain
the bike tracks straight and true, too,except when accelerat-
ing hard in the lower gears. Like we said, the Husky takes
some getting used to, but is really impressive once you get the
hang of it.

Speaking of impressive, just turn the throttle on full. Power
available at the rear wheel is immense, but don't get the wrong
idea, the 400 Husky is no drag racer. Rather, it was designed
with a lot of torque and a broad powerband in mind. Select a
high enough gear in the close-ratio transmission and the big
Single literally leaps between turns on a motocross course. >
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Additional intake port is the lowest at rear of
cylinder sleeve in this photo. lt breathes
directly through slot in rear of piston in the
photo to the right.
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Likewise, this particular model is not designed for high-speed

dashes across the desert. The gear spread is not wide enough

for that. Motocross is the 400 CR's game.

On most bikes, a close-ratio five-speed gearset means a lot
of shifting, but this isn't necessarily true with the 400 CR. The

reason is the wide powerband which eliminates an unreason-

able amount of shifting on all but long straights. Once you

learn the machine, exactly the right ratio can be selected.

So what does the guy who wants to ride enduros or
cross-country do? For those enthusiasts, Husky makes both a
250 and a 450 with wide ratio gear boxes. Or, if you are

mechanically inclined, you can substitute wide ratio gearsets in
the 400 CR as the 450 uses gears of equivalent width.

Internally, all new-generation Husqvarna transmissions are

impressive. In order to save weight, and keep the unit compact
at the same time, the gears are not the same width. First is

quite wide, but from there on down to fifth they get

progressively narrower. Fifth doesn't need to be as strong
because of lessened torque loadings in the higher gears. It is

definitely clever and still strong.
Shift lever travel is decidedly long, but gear engagement is

positive and missed shifts are rare. The shifting drum is hewn
out of a solid block of what feels heavy enough to be 4130
steel, and should withstand repeated abuse. To keep both
Europeans and Americans happy, the shifter shaft can be

inserted in either the right or left side of the transmission case.

Left shifting is standard, though, and an additional kit for
mounting the brake lever on the opposite side must be

purchased if opposite side shifting is preferred.
The 395cc Single is in unit with the gearbox and is

bulletproof, like previous Husqvarna two-strokes. Both head

and cylinder barrel are aluminum alloy and the iron-lined
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Clutch assembly is fairly conventional. A totat
of eight clutch springs appty the reguired
pressure to the clutch plates without making
the clutch lever excessively hard to puil in.

cylinder has five ports, one of which is arranged so that it
scavenges through a window cut in the piston. The piston ring
is of conventional design and is hard chrome-plated to reduce
wear.

A chromed steel connecting rod features roller bearings at
the crankshaft and needle bearings at the wrist pin. The
crankshaft, as before, rides on double-row ball bearings. Bore
and stroke is 81.5 by 76mm.

With a gigantic 36mm Bing carburetor, and compression
ratio of 10.2:1, a claimed 4l bhp is produced. Judging from
the way the unit perforrns, it's an accurate power claim.

Starting, which is relatively easy for a 400 class two-stroke,
is no doubt aided by the Motoplat electronic ignition system
which provides a hot spark at low cranking speeds. The system
has no mechanical contact breakers and no moving parts
except the flywheel. Hence, it is more reliable than conven-
tional systerns which are more sensitive to moisture and dirt.
Current is interrupted in the Motoplat system by a transistor
which is magnetically actuated by the flywheel via a coil. As
with the conventional contact breaker system, a high-tension
coil must be used to fire the sparkplug and as usual it's
mounted under the gas tank on the 400 CR.

The entire engine/transmission package is painted flat-black
to help dissipate heat. The main castings are aluminum, as
before, but in an effort to reduce weight, the outer covers on
both sides of the case are magnesium alloy.

Cases are narrow, too, which. makes the unit even more
impressive. We would prefer to have the countershaft sprocket
exposed for easier gear changes, but that is a matter of
preference, and the outer cover in question is easily removed.
Still, it makes it harder to get a derailed chain back on during a
race.

With the exception of the new cog in the gearbox and the
lighter cases, the big powerplant hasn't changed all that much.
But then why should Husqvarna change it? It works. In reality,
Husqvarna engineers have only one serious problem left io
solve and that's vibration at high rpm. Big Huskys have always
been shakers. This contributes a great deal to rider fatigue.

Vibration aside, the 400 CR seemingly has everything,
including Magura controls and Akront rims. It's a remarkable
piece of engineering with self-locking nuts everywhere. It feels
proper and stops as well as it goes.

Still, ride one before you buy. Few have the ability and
experience to utilize all that the machine can offer. @|
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